DNA synthesis in normal cells and in excision-defective and variant xeroderma pigmentosum cells was investigated after irradiation with ultraviolet light. The sizes of DNA synthesized during brief pulses of [3Hlthymidine 1-2 hr after irradiation were decreased, the xeroderma pigmentosum variant showing the smallest molecular weight. Once DNA replication in mammalian cells is disturbed in various ways by agents that damage DNA. These disturbances include a decline and recovery in the rate of DNA synthesis (1-4), a decrease in the size of newly synthesized DNA (5, 6), altered linkage of newly synthesized fragments to higher molecular weight DNA (5, 6) , and a decrease in the number of actively synthesizing replicons (7). Changes in the size of newly synthesized DNA have been interpreted in terms of a model, "postreplication repair," originally proposed for prokaryotes (8). According to this model, DNA damage (e.g., pyrimidine dimers produced by UV light) interrupts DNA chain growth, which then resumes beyond the damaged site, leaving a gap opposite the damage that can be filled by recombination or de novo synthesis.
reached a maximum size that was less than that in control cells, indicating the presence of long-lived blocks to DNA chain growth. This kind of experiment (pulse-chase) has in the past been used to investigate a repair process believed to be associated with the bypass of damaged sites in parental DNA: postreplication repair. We present an alternative model that does not involve a specific postreplication repair mechanism, but involves normal chain elongation and termination mechanisms in which we conceive that dimers and other damaged sites act as all-or-nothing blocks to the progress of replication forks. No evidence could be found for any inducible process that enhanced the bypass of damaged sites.
DNA replication in mammalian cells is disturbed in various ways by agents that damage DNA. These disturbances include a decline and recovery in the rate of DNA synthesis (1-4), a decrease in the size of newly synthesized DNA (5, 6) , altered linkage of newly synthesized fragments to higher molecular weight DNA (5, 6) , and a decrease in the number of actively synthesizing replicons (7) . Changes in the size of newly synthesized DNA have been interpreted in terms of a model, "postreplication repair," originally proposed for prokaryotes (8) . According to this model, DNA damage (e.g., pyrimidine dimers produced by UV light) interrupts DNA chain growth, which then resumes beyond the damaged site, leaving a gap opposite the damage that can be filled by recombination or de novo synthesis.
We studied the kinetics of DNA synthesis in UV-damaged normal and xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) cells, using both excision-repair-deficient and variant forms of XP. (9, 10) , to investigate the rate at which short fragments of DNA synthesized in irradiated cells increased in size with time after pulse-labeling. We assumed that this would allow us to (i) observe the increase in size of DNA chains initially blocked by damaged sites, (ii) define the rate of this process, (iii) identify defects in various XP cells, and (iv) delineate sites of action of caffeine in inhibiting DNA replication. This experimental approach has been used widely to observe postreplication repair in mammalian cells (5, 6, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) .
On the basis of our results we present an alternative to the prokaryotic postreplication repair model of Rupp and Howard-Flanders (8) and explain a wider range of DNA replication phenomena in UV-damaged mammalian cells. (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , in the present investigation we concentrated on the fate of labeled molecules in irradiated cells during growth after the incorporation of a brief (10 min) pulse of [3H]dThd. Because DNA chain elongation is not decreased in irradiated cells (21) , a constant labeling time was used to avoid complications that would occur if the labeling times were varied, thereby producing different lengths of labeled DNA. DNA labeled for 10 min, shorter than the time taken to synthesize whole replicons (22) , will contain relatively short sections of 3H on their ends, and the amount of radioactivity per fraction in a sucrose gradient will be approximately proportional to the number of molecules rather than to the total weight of-DNA, as it would for uniformly labeled DNA. Therefore, for briefly pulse-labeled DNA, a calculation from the 3H radioactivity by using the formula defined for weight-average Mrs of uniformly labeled DNA-i.e., Mr = XwiMd/2W6, where wj is the radioactivity in the ith fraction and Mi is the molecular weight of the ith fraction will give a value that corresponds approximately to the number average for the DNA molecules in the gradient (23) . During a pulse-chase experiment, however, as DNA fragments
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 (Fig. 3) . The plateau for control cells represents the maximum M-rs that can be reliably observed for single-stranded DNA (26, 27 sponding to the period of the plateaus, the profiles were bimodal for GM637, but such fine structure in profiles was less clear for the other cell types. One component of the bimodal peak for GM637 was similar in size to parental DNA and the other was smaller ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). When the initial Mr of 3H-3abeled DNA was low, the plateau was also low for each cell type, as though some DNA chains whose replication was blocked during the labeling period remained blocked for long periods.
The presence of caffeine during the postlabeling period had only slight effects on the initial rate of increase in Mrs and mainly affected the rate at which the final plateau was reached in irradiated cells. These effects were similar in control and irradiated cultures of each cell type.
DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that there is a cell-type-dependent decrease of the sizes in which DNA is synthesized during the first few hours after irradiation (Table 1) Table 1 ). Consequently, the chain elongation seen during subsequent growth must involve completion of daughter DNA strands larger than the spacing of pyrimidine dimers in parental DNA.
It has been assumed previously that chasing pulse-labeled cells for various times allows investigation of the way replication has bypassed dimers, leaving gaps filled in by a postreplication repair mechanism (5, 6, (10) (11) (12) . The rate at which Mrs increase after irradiation and labeling (Fig. 3) function of the rate of postreplication repair. Inspection of Fig.  3 indicates that, by this definition, the rate of a supposed postreplication repair process is only slightly lower than the rate at which Mrs increase in control cells and is independent of cell type-i.e., does not appear to be defective in the XP variant. Comparison of our results with others indicates that the rate of postreplication repair, so defined, was also the same in normal, excision-defective, and XP variant cells (10, 11) and was unaffected by dose fractionation (13) . But because of the few determinations made at widely spaced time intervals and the omission of unirradiated controls, the significance of the data was overlooked (10-13). Our results also indicate that there is no radiation-induced system that increases the rate of postreplication repair at the longer times after irradiation.
Pulse-chase experiments may therefore not define a postreplication repair process as described by the Rupp and Howard-Flanders model (8) . The differences in DNA sizes seen at a single time point after a chase are actually a reflection of the fact that the initial sizes of the labeled pieces are different, not that the rates of increase during the chase are different. We have similarly observed that caffeine decreases the sizes in which DNA molecules are synthesized after irradiation and eliminates recovery of DNA synthesis (19, 20) but has little effect on the rate at which they increase during the chase (Fig.   3 ).
To explain these results we propose an alternative model, because that of Rupp and Howard-Flanders (8) may be inappropriate for mammalian cells (28) . Our model is based on recent observations made by DNA fiber autoradiography of Cell Biology: Park (31) , which suggest that dimers can be long-lived blocks to replication forks and (Fig. 4) is based on the following premises:
(i) DNA replication proceeds bidirectionally from origins that function coordinately in clusters, initiate at similar times, and terminate at sites between origins that may not be determined by a specific base sequence (22, 32, 33) .
(ii) Damaged sites block replication forks on an all-ornothing basis [we can then define a probability of blocking "P(block)"], but DNA chain growth at unblocked forks proceeds at normal rates in irradiated cells (28) . Caffeine may increase P(block), thereby reducing initial Mrs (19, 20) , but have no effect on continued chain growth.
(iii) P(block) is close to 1 immediately after irradiation (i.e., forks are blocked at most damaged sites) and decreases to 0 with time as cells increase in their ability to replicate without interruption by damaged sites (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) ; the decline in Mr in the first hr after irradiation is also complicated by end-labeling of replicons made just before irradiation becomes blocked.
(iv) Blocked forks are relieved predominantly by acting as abnormal termini for replicon synthesis, which is completed by chain growth from adjacent unblocked forks (Fig. 4) . Slow leakage past blocks or excision of damaged sites at blocked forks may also become important at high doses when there are many damaged sites per replicon. The unique feature of our model is that dimers are not bypassed during replication, leaving a gap to be filled in retroactively (8), but merely block replication and become replication termini. Not all damaged sites block fork progression [i.e., P(block) < 1], and those that do not are assumed to cause no interruptions in the daughter strands. The decreased Mr soon after labeling is caused by blockage of some forks, but the normal rate of increase during the chase (Fig. 3) is from normal elongation of unblocked forks and linkage of adjacent replicons by normal termination mechanisms.
Previous experiments in which a pulse of [3H]dThd was followed by a chase in BrdUrd and photolysis with 313-nm light in order to measure the size of purported gaps opposite dimers (6, 34) (35, 36) . In the model we present there are no gaps opposite dimers but only blocked forks at dimer sites.
Our interpretation is especially relevant to the XP variant. The large differences between normal and XP variant cells detected by Lehmann et al. (10, 11) were obtained with the use of long labeling times in the presence of caffeine and, although only one (11) or two (10) chase times were used, the major effect was expressed in the size of the labeled DNA made, not on its subsequent rate of elongation. Therefore, although the variant has a unique response to UV damage, this does not involve a defect in bypassing of dimers during a postlabeling chase, but rather an increased probability that replication forks will be blocked by damaged sites, as we have reported (19) .
In conclusion, we believe that pulse-chase experiments do not clearly identify the action of a unique repair process involved in bypassing damaged sites, but rather can be interpreted equally satisfactorily in terms of the blocking of DNA replication forks and termination by normal mechanisms at the damaged sites. The search for molecular mechanisms involved in DNA replication may, according to our interpretation, be more profitably focused on determining the termination sites between replication origins in damaged cells, the factors that regulate the probability that damaged sites will block fork progression, and the cause of the increased probability in the XP variant.
